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Overview

Vector space

Unused Vectors

Used Vectors

Inputs have to be meaningful for better coverage.
While using random vectors it is impossible to visit 
the whole vector space.
Spectral coefficients give us links from one vector 
space to another space which could have vectors 
within close range that will be able to give better 
fault coverage.
Spectral analysis helps concentrate only on the 
vectors that are relevant thus reduces the white 
noise.
Most importantly sequential circuit tests are not 
random so this method helps as this co-relates the 
vectors to one another.
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Contd.. Hadamard - Walsh Transform for N=4

Explicitly written as,



Matrix equality of previous matrix



Data flow graph of previous matrix

Continuous line represents +1, dotted line represents -1

Therefore, Similar to,

F(0) = f(0) + f(1) + f(2) + f(3)
F(1) = f(0) - f(1) + f(2) - f(3)
F(2) = f(0) + f(1) - f(2) - f(3)
F(3) = f(0) - f(1) - f(2) + f(3)

Results in H(2) = [H(1)   H(1); H(1)   -H(1)]



“Testing by Verifying Walsh Coefficients” Susskind
’83
F(x1, x2, x3) = x1*x2 + x1*x3+x2*x3
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Call in the paper is sum of all the C. Call for F(x1, x2, x3) = 8



Hadamard Transform 
(output spectral coefficient of F) 
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“Effective Computer Methods for the Calculation of Rademacher-Walsh 
Spectrum for Completely and Incompletely Specified Boolean Functions” 
Falkowski ‘92

U=1 in this region for x1

a = # of true min-terms of F in the area for which both the 
function and the standard trivial function u have logical 
value 1

b = # of false min-terms of F in the area for which function 
has a logical value 0 and trivial function u has 1

c = # of true min-terms of F in the area for which F=1 and U=0
d = # of false min-terms of F in the area for which F=U=0
e = # of don’t care min-terms of F in the area for which U=1
f = # of don’t care min-terms of F in the area for which U=0

x3x4
x1x2

00 01 11 10

00 - 0 1 0

01 1 1 1 1

11 1 1 1 1

10 1 0 1 1

Some definitions,
S0 = 2^n – 2a0 – e0
S1 = 2(a¹+d¹)+e¹+f¹-2^n

.

.
Sn = 2(an+dn)+en+fn-2^n

For x1:
a1 =7    d1=2
e1 =0     f1=1

For U0:
a0 =12    d0=0
e0 =1      f0=0  

For x3 + x4:
a23 =5    d23=0
e23 =0     f23=1

S1=18+1-16=3 S34 = 10+1-16=-5S0=16-24-1=-9



Spectral coefficients for 
F(x1, x2, x3) = x1*x2 + x1*x3+x2*x3 using this algorithm
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“Novel Spectral Methods for Built-In Self-Test in a 
System-on-a-Chip Environment” Gianni et al… ‘01



“Efficient Spectral Techniques for Sequential 
ATPG” Gianni et al…’01



“Characteristic Faults and Spectral Information for 
Logic BIST” Chen and Hsiao, 02



Walsh Functions
SAL (Sine wALsh) Fourier Sine &  CAL (Cosine wALsh) Fourier Cosine



Why use Walsh Functions?

Spectral methods based on Walsh transform provide very efficient
representation of logic functions that uncovers the properties unseen 
in their original domain.
The exploitation of the spectral data provides a sound mathematical 
basis for logic function synthesis.
Drawback

The large complexity associated with the calculation of the 
spectrum of a logic function.

Different sequential algorithms have been developed for calculation 
of the Walsh spectral coefficients.
The binary nature of the Walsh transform makes if advantageous 
over Fourier Transform because of the computational simplicity.
The transform matrices are made up of only ±1’s and the required
computations in any digital circuit are only addition and subtraction.



Walsh function generating circuit



Selected Walsh function generating circuit



Algorithm that will be used for analysis
(for a vector sequence)

T = generate random vectors
i = 0; done = 0; Smax=0;
while (not done) and (i<max_iteration)
fault simulate Ti;
Ki = k last-detected faults;
Ci = Ti filtered for Ki;
perform Hadamard Transform on Ci to obtain spectral coefficients Hi;
Ei = new vectors generated using coeff. Hi;
Si = faults detected by Ei;
if Si > Smax

characteristic fault set = Ki;
Smax = Si;

i++;
if no improvements for n iterations 

done = 1;

Si set of faults that have similar spectral characteristics as K
This algorithm is a modification of Chen and Hsiao’s algorithm presented in “Characteristic Faults and Spectral 
Information for Logic BIST”



Algorithm that will be used for analysis
(output spectral characteristics w.r.t inputs)

Perform logic simulation and get the outputs
Generate random vectors
Perform fault simulation
Perform vector compaction
Calculate spectral characteristics (Susskind’s method)
i = 0; done = 0; max_iteration = n;
while (not done) and (i < max_iteration)

for required coverage not reached or maximum iterations not reached
generate random vectors 

use the coefficients to get one vector
fault simulation
if new faults detected
{     collect the vector; 

generate new fault list;
}
i++;
if no improvements for n iterations

done = 1;

New algorithm proposed using ideas from the papers reviewed.
max_iteration can be any number depending on the complexity and resources available for simulation purposes.



Conclusion

A newer algorithm is proposed to generate vectors that will most
probably give better fault coverage. 
Knowing the spectral coefficients of the output of a system with
respect to the inputs helps preserve the characteristics of the 
system. It is definitely something that should be looked into. 
After seeing some of the results presented by Gianni and 
colleagues prospect for spectral BIST looks good for sequential 
circuits.
New vector generation time is greatly reduced as number of 
calculation reduces from nxn to nxLog2n
Different other orthonormal functions can also be looked in depth 
to get better spectral coefficients which will give better fault
coverage.
Characteristic faults can be targeted and looked into more 
closely for better fault coverage using spectral analysis.



Questions and Comments

Happy BISTING!!
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